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placing toddlers inside the playpen also helps to develop their
personalities. their personalities are affected by how they are treated by
other sims. the more positive the interactions are, the higher their
excitement, happiness, and happiness moodlets. the toddlers inside the
playpen can be used to babysit other sims. if a toddler babysits another
sim, the babysit needs decrease. toddlers that babysit younger or older
toddlers also get an increase in their intelligence, social, and logic skill.
this is the only way to babysit toddlers inside the playpen. if a toddler
babysits another sim, the babysit interaction is permanent. if a toddler is
not babysitting toddlers inside the playpen, they can still use the
playpen by interacting with it. they are also able to interact with other
toddlers who are not inside the playpen. however, using the playpen on
its own will raise all their needs except social. there are many things
toddlers can do inside the playpen. the toddler can use the abacus inside
the playpen to learn to count, or they can play with the playpen with
other toddlers or older sims. toddlers can also play with toys, read
books, go to the bathroom, or even play with the mirror. the toddler
walker is a perfect addition to the playpen. it is available in three
versions, and can be used to increase the toddler's physical skills. as
they use the walker, their movement skills also increase. the toddler
walker can be used to take toddlers on a walk around town. it also
increases the toddler's social, intelligence, and logic skill. toddler walkers
can also be used to play with the playpen, which raises the toddlers
social and magic skill. to put toddlers in the walker, another sim needs to
hold a toddler in their hand and activate the toddler walker. the toddler
walker is an important addition to the playpen and the toddler's walker
walker baby monitor mobile app is a perfect addition to the toddler
walker. the baby monitor app has a variety of settings that can be used
to monitor toddlers from a mobile device. the settings include camera,
audio, and video. when the baby monitor app is turned on, toddlers can
watch a video feed, listen to their environment, use the baby monitor
app as a toy, and interact with the baby monitor app. the baby monitor
app also has the ability to be used as a microphone for toddlers to talk
to their parents or other. the baby monitor app can also be used as a
camera for baby dolls to watch the baby monitor app, as well as being a
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camera for the toddler walker.
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